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Martin Škoviera – Point-line configurations in projective spaces and the structure of
cubic graphs
We propose a unifying approach to several important conjectures in graph theory in
terms of nowhere-zero flows on cubic graphs where flow-values are points of a
configuration of lines in a projective space and outflow-patterns are triples of points
sharing a line of the configuration. We then focus on the conjecture of Claude Berge
suggesting that every bridgeless cubic graph can have its edges covered with at most
five perfect matchings. It turns out that cubic graphs that require five (or more) perfect
matchings to cover their edges are extremely rare and hence difficult to find. We show
that they can be efficiently studied by means of flows whose outflow patterns form a
configuration of six lines spanned by four points of the 3-dimensional projective
geometry PG(3,2) in general position. We employ this knowledge to provide a great
variety of constructions of cubic graphs that cannot be covered with four perfect
matchings. We finally show that one of our constructions provides counterexamples to a
conjecture of Brinkmann et al. about the length of a shortest cycle cover of a cyclically 4edge-connected cubic graph.
This is a joint work with Edita Máčajová.

Edita Máčajová – Smallest counterexample to the Fulkerson conjecture must be
cyclically 5-edge-connected
The Fulkerson conjecture belongs to one of the most prominent open problems in Graph
theory. It suggests that the edges of any bridgeless cubic graph can be covered with six
perfect matchings in such a way that each edge belongs to exactly two of them. The
origin of this conjecture lies in mathematical programming and the conjecture itself has
close connections to configurations of points and lines in the projective space. Despite
the fact that Berge and Fulkerson made this conjecture almost half a century ago, it has
been verified only for several explicitly defined families of graphs. During the talk we
will present the current state of this conjecture as well as its connections to other
important conjectures in graph theory. As the main result we show that Fulkerson’s
conjecture can be reduced to cyclically 5-edge-connected cubic graphs.
This is a joint work with Giuseppe Mazzuoccolo.

